Moore, great books of our time; yet Stephens writes to me regarding Steer and Deirdre: Tour letter from the blue bucked me up. Tls a Tonks good book but that is the first time since it was published that anyone said so. 'Twas stillborn of the War.'
Formerly, I saw much of Moore, We met at Steer's, or at his own house at Ebury Street, or at Tonks' or Harrison's in Cheyne Walk. After I returned from the country to live in London I saw less of my New English Art Club friends. It was a friendly but somewhat narrow company, shut in by Tonks to the East, Moore to the North, Steer to the West and MacColl to the South. Tonks, used to his word being law at the Slade, liked it to be law elsewhere. I wanted a larger room, with more window space, Tonks would do anything, would spare himself neither time nor trouble, for his students at the Slade. He was less generous to those unwise enough to study elsewhere. Like the Inquisitors of old, he sincerely believed in the wholly catholic Slade; all outside were heretics. So at the New English Art Club the best places were reserved for the orthodox. The Dictators of the other independent group were Roger Fry and Clive Bell, who declared war on all who would not accept their ideology*
The Royal Academy was easy-going compared with these 'free' institutions, accepting or rejecting outsiders according to no particular policy, certainly not an academic one, but afraid of encouraging 'extremism'. A temperate sensuality is encouraged, but indecency must be rejected.
Ricketts's death and Shannon's retirement through illness was a serious loss to the Academy, for they were its two most scholarly members.
I succeeded Ricketts as painter-member of the Royal Fine Art Commission. Just before my appointment to the Commission I was asked to see the Brangwyn panels which had been painted for the House of Lords, but rejected on the adverse criticism of the Fine Arts Commission. It was in the first instance unfortunate that Brangwyn should have been chosen to provide paintings for Pugin's Gothic interior. 166

